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CARS

A beauty of

a beast

It’s always had speed to match any supercar
– now Nissan’s mighty GT-R has style too

chris
evans

Nissan GT-R MY17
★★★★★

S

urely after last
weekend, both idiotic Black Friday
and Cyber Monday
are doomed. At least,
let’s hope so. Just
as these ludicrous US imports
looked set to establish a permanent foothold on this side of
the Atlantic, their whole raison
d’être began to unravel. On Black
Friday, the unofficial rules state,
we are duty-bound to wrestle as
many of our fellow men to the
ground as is necessary, preferably in front of a Sky News camera
crew, in the name of securing a
so-called bargain. Then, on the
following (Cyber) Monday, we
are supposed do the same thing
all over again, only virtually this
time.
This year, however, there was
a virtual fly in the ointment:
more people spent online on
Friday than they did in person,
signalling the beginning of the
end for the Black Friday freefor-all while simultaneously
hijacking Cyber Monday’s USP.
This is the problem with
gimmicks: they are by definition a flash in the pan; here one
day, gone the next.
Talking of gimmicks, how
about we get back to a perennial

favourite of this column, the
eternally gimmicky Nissan GT-R.
Here we have the third incarnation of this giant-slaying upstart
to test in as many years. But with
a twist – it is the least gimmicky
and by far the most attractive
GT-R to date.
There has never been any doubt
about the GT-R’s ability to deliver
supercar performance at a price
tag that comes in below that of
a Ferrari, say. However, if comfort, quiet and smoothness were
on your list of requirements, the
Nissan was left critically wanting.
Well, not any more. Ladies and
gentlemen, boys and girls, allow
me to introduce you to Nissan’s
new baby, the ‘subtle GT-R’. Also
known as the GT-R MY17.
No longer does one have to
possess the nervous system of a Neanderthal

man to enjoy owning this legendary wild beast. For sure, it
remains satisfyingly wild and
with more power than ever, but
it is much more palatable now
as well as having grown into its
looks – from scraggy workhouse
kid to handsome prince.
A car renowned for unapologetically putting function before
form has finally allowed the latter
to creep out of the shadows and
into the spotlight. Although by no
means purely for the sake of it. In
fact, precisely the opposite – the
GT-R’s new shape is all about the
engineering, baby! The imposing
larger grille now catches more

a scraggy
kid who’s
grown into
his looks
air to cool ever hotter key components. The front bumper and
splitter have been redesigned to
divert airflow around the front
wheels, thus reducing drag.
More new kicks and flicks can

be spotted towards the rear, this
time fashioned to accelerate air
away from the signature quartet
of tailpipe cans, helping to prevent the whole exhaust system
from going into meltdown.
Inside, the new vibe now conveys a more refined air. There
are even four colours of handstitched leather available for the
prestige touring seats, and dashboard hide that has been picked
for its flawless quality. This more
luxuriant decor has the bonus
of extra soundproofing. There’s
more: to further reduce cabin
rumble, Nissan has introduced
Active Noise Cancellation.
When it comes to driving,
as on previous models, the ‘R’
mode lets the driver select
between quicker gear
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changes, stiffer damping and
variable traction control to the
point of turning it off completely.
A new addition is the quiet button to stifle the sexy growl from
the exotic titanium exhaust so as
not to annoy the neighbours mid
Sunday-morning burnout.
Each year, because of this column, I am lucky enough to get
behind the wheel of at least
one car that taps into my inner
Jenson Button and makes me
want to drive like a loon. Up
until now, 2016 was the first fallow year. Thank God, then, for
the 570hp and 637Nm of torque
available underneath the bonnet of this maniac-mobile, all of
which comes from a hand-built,
3.8-litre, twin-turbo V6 assembled by one of only five pairs of
hands in the world capable of
such wizardry. And let’s not forget the final tinsel on Nissan’s
GT-R Christmas tree, the VDC
system, a series of micro-computers that monitor steering,
power and braking, thus predicting oversteer and understeer
before they happen and doing
whatever is required to keep you
out of the ditch and on the road.
I have always admired the GTR but could never have imagined
living with one on a daily basis.
Until now, that is. Until its metamorphosis from a bone-shaker
wolf in boy racer’s shell suit to a
sophisticated motor car, brimming with poise. And shhh – how
about 0-60 in 2.8 seconds.
Oh what the heck: that’s 0-60 IN
TWO POINT EIGHT SECONDS.
Come on you beauty!
The hero
car of the
year.

tech
CLASSY: The
Clearaudio Concept
vinyl player has a
floating tone arm
and rotary dial with
three speeds

The Concept vinyl player is so cool... and warm!

For the record, this is my
slickest ever turntable

I

t’s a nostalgic time of year as friends,
family and even the television start
to gaze longingly at the past with a
hankering for old comedy, faces and
food. My preferred dose of nostalgia
though, comes via music. If you’re
going back in time musically, the resurgence
of the vinyl record means that the memories
can sound better than they have in decades if
you have a player that’s up to the job.
Unpacking the Clearaudio Concept reveals
the brushed steel body and minimalist, stylish looks of the German-crafted turntable.
Measuring around 16.5in x 14in, it’s reassuringly sturdy at 7.5kg.
The slim, ergonomic dimensions mean it’s
easy to position on a shelf.
The Concept is somewhat unusual among
its peers, as it really is almost a plug-and-play
device. The moving-magnet Concept V2 cartridge is shipped with this player but it is fitted
to the tone arm with settings like weight and
bias set before the turntable leaves the factory. That makes the set-up less daunting for
hi-fi newcomers and leaves you with little to
do except attach the included drive belt, platter and power supply.
I decided to use the included mini-spirit

the gadget buzz
with andy
o’donoghue
Clearaudio Concept
Turntable €1,190
★★★★★

level to make sure the Concept was sitting perfectly flush on my shelf surface. If it
wasn’t, all of the turntable’s feet are threaded
allowing them to be easily adjusted to assist
with perfect levelling. I connected the phono-

Three albums in, there was
none of the crackle, pop or
skip that was present when
I owned a 1980s player

leads to my amplifier, the same amp I use for
TV surround sound and I was ready to go.
The Concept plays 33 and 45 but also
78rpm records. Its speed is controlled by a
large rotary dial and after setting that to 33, I
decided on something a little punchy, David
Bowie’s Let’s Dance album.
The magnetically suspended tone arm is a
joy to use. It feels almost as if it’s hovering in
space and lowers neatly on the record rather
than dropping down like players of the past.
The sound the Concept produces is warm,
and so unlike today’s compressed digital
audio. It deals with mid and high tones exceptionally well and deep bass sounds airy.
Three albums later I hadn’t experienced
any of the crackle, pop or skip that was
present when I owned a 1980s vinyl player.
Clearaudio has built-in anti-skating technology to this player, and it’s adjustable – helping
to give you a skip-free music experience.
As warm and enjoyable as the audio experience is, there is also a sense of satisfaction
in using such a wonderfully engineered piece
of tech. This is hand-crafted tech at its best
and makes asking friends around to listen to
records seem perfectly fashionable again.
n For more information, see clearaudio.de

My pick of the week’s apps
TECH SPEC

Price £81,995 Engine 3.8-litre V6
Gearbox Six-speed automatic/
paddle-shift Power 570hp
0-60mph 2.8 seconds Top speed
196mph Fuel economy 23.9mpg
CO2 emissions 275g/km
Annual road tax €1,809

GRAN TURISMO ★★★★★ GRAN TORINO ★★★★★ GRANNY SMITH ★★★★★ GANGSTA GRANNY ★★★★★ SUPERGRAN ★★★★★

Christmas
Bake Shop
Android Free
While you make the
punch in the kitchen,
this fun game app lets
the kids bake, mix and
cook cupcakes, cakes,
doughnuts, cookies, ice
cream and popsicles.

Video Calls
with Santa
iOS €2.99
Why settle for letters or
phone calls when you
can have an interactive
video call with Santa
himself. Plus, the video
calls are automatically
recorded for playback.

Archery King
iOS Free
A compelling archery
contest with customisable bows and arrows
that will make you want
to try and master
different locations and
levels as well as unlock
the location’s secrets.

MeeDJ
Windows Free
A mixing console with a
life-like interface for
anyone who loves music.
Add tracks, mix them to
create something
unique and upload it to
the cloud or share via
social media.

Limbo
Android €5.39
A game with an eerie
dark difference, this
adventure game has
been called near perfect.
It looks like a horrorfilled adventure but at its
heart is an intriguing
well-designed puzzle.

